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(1957).Becausethe uniaxial indicatrix is an etiipsoidof rotation it is impossible to establish a cleavage direction in any uniaxial mineral by
optical meansalone,unlessthe cleavagehappensto be parallel to (00.1).
This remains true regardlessof the kind of optical measurementand the
nwmberof measurementstaken. Hencethe presentpaper doesnot produce
any new and unequivocalevidenceeither for or against the existenceof
cleavagesparallel to r and z, and the writers'conclusionsare entirely unwarranted.
The occasionalobservation of fracture surfacesparallel to r and z reported in the literature may be regardedas evidencefor exceptionsrather
than for the rule. If there should indeed exist cleavagesparallel to r and z
it should be possible to demonstrate the fact by breaking any single
crystal of quartz with prominent r and a facesand show that the number
of planar rupture surfacesparallel to r and a are either more numerous or
more extensivethan planar rupture surfacesin other orientations.
The questionof the existenceof cleavagesother than (00.1)in uniaxial
minerals can be settled only through the application of r-ray diffraction
techniques,if the cleavageshappen to be too poor to be observablein the
hand specimen.
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OF 'CLEAVAGEIN QUARTZ'"
REPLY TO "DISCUSSION
F. D. Br,oss axo G. V. Grnls, DeparLmentof Ceology,Soulhern
I llin ois Linittersity, Carbond,ale, I llin ois.
Regardingthe first of Dr. Hoffer's comments,we have little to say except that we find it refreshingto be accusedof gathering too many data'
We seriouslydoubt that three hundred measurementswould yield results
"practically identical" with ours.If it exists,we look f orward to the publication of so excellent a short-cut.
From the secondcomment we are aware that Dr. Hoffer's position has
alteredfrom one of doubt " . . . the evidencefor the presumablyrational
cleavagesremains inconclusive. . . " (Hoffer,196l, p' 96) to one of certhe myth of the existenceof cieavagesparallel to r and z in
tainty "
qtartz" (Hoffer, presentdiscussion).Yet he cites no post-1961evidence
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to accountfor this change.His dissentthereforeevidently stemsentirely
from the paper (Hoffer, 1961) wherein, using the atomic coordinatesfor
Si and O in the low quartz structure, he computed the directionsfor 24
non-rational planes, each defined as parallel to two intersecting Si-O
bonds (that is, to trios of neighboringnuclei such as O-Si-O or Si-O-Si).
These 24 planes grouped into six sets respectively at angles oI 29"19',
17"38', 51"46',61o38',and 78o56'to the c-axis-he acceptsas potential
fracture planes. For one set of non-rational planes, I equals 51"46', a
value like that for r, although unlike r they lie in the zone (1120): (0001)
-or its symmetry equivalents.This set, he concludes,may have produced the resultsattributed by us (Bloss,1957;Blossand Gibbs, 1963)to
r and z cleavage. Ilowever, we question the likelihood that these nonrational planes of three-atom extent can be developedwithin the structure in sufficient area to control the optic orientation of 100-200 meshsizedgrains.Furthermore,Dr. Hoffer computed the "cohesiveforces" for
no planesother than the 24 non-rationalplanes,not comparingany other
planes, let alone the various cleavage directions reported in the literature. As a matter of fact, the validity of his calculations of "cohesive
force" is far from established.Nor are we reassuredby his statement"The
speculative nature in this assumption surely does not require extensive
justification" (Hofier, 1961,p.99). Thus, Dr. Hoffer's evidencefor considering the r and a cleavagesas mythical rests on his calculation of a d
value of 51"46'for a three-atomplane.
We do not believe that reports of r cleavagepublished by twenty different investigators (excluding ourselves)should be arbitrarily dismissed
with the platitude that they are " . . evidencefor exceptionsrather than
for the rule" (Hoffer, precedingdiscussion).By contrast,no observations
of cleavageparallel to Dr. Iloffer's non-rational three-atom planes have
eaerbeen reported to our knowledge. Yet Dr. Hoffer believes that such
non-rationalsurfacesare producedso abundantly as to form the peaksin
histograms which have been attributed to the r and z cleavages.This
stand is in utter disregard of the universally accepted concept that
"Cieavage is always parallel to a possiblecrystal face . . . " (Berry and
M a s o n , 1 9 5 9 ,p . 2 0 0 ) .
We deny Dr. Hoffer's allegation that our study adds no new data regarding cleavagein quartz. In the study, a pair oI possiblecleavagedirections could yield results identical to those for a second pair only if (o)
the interfacial angle i is the same for each pair and (6) the same d angle
occurs in each pair. Thus two parameters must coincide to produce
ambiguity whereas in the earlier histogram method coincidence of only
oneparameter(0) might produceambiguity. Additionally, the new method
could permit a relatively weaker cleavageto becomeevident as a periph-
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eral plane even though it seldom developed over sufficient area to produce planes of rest.
In our study we plotted as "theoretical points" (Blossand Gibbs, 1963'
p. 825 826) only combinationsof planes from reported cleavageforms'
We are aware that two of the non-rational51o46'planes,in combination,
would yield theoretical points at the same sites as for r andf or z combinations-and that two of the non-rational 47o38'planes would yield theoretical points at essentiallythe samesitesas {a points. However the combination of a 51o46'plane with a 47"38' plane would not produce theoretical points at the sites labelledt,, t,, zEor rg in our (1963) Figs' 3 6.
Thus, for exampie,the cell in Fig. 3 containing38 observationsand theoretical point {,, {" can be explained to possessmore observationsthan
its neighborson the basisof its representingcombinationsof { plus r and/
or z but not on the basis of combinationsof two non-rational planes.
Our empiricalevidenceand our bond-densitycalculationsled us, at the
95/s confidencelevel, to confirm the existenceof r andf or z cleavagesand
of the { cleavagein quartz. We did not attain the t00/s confidencelevelbut who does?We hope the reader will compareour paper with that by
Hoffer (1961) so that he can judge for himself the validity of the allegations made in Dr. Hoffer'sdiscussion.
Recent r-ray studiesby Baulitsch (1963) apparently confirm cleavage
parallel to (1011) and (1010)-but not to any of Hoffer's postulated
planes.
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